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Hi, I'm Elizabeth Hashimoto

I am from the Kingdom of Hawai'i

Art History and Museum Studies

graduate student at Georgetown

University, class of 2023

I hope to work in the art museum

world after graduation  

I enjoy both analyzing and creating

works of art 



As an art history major, I am interested in how fictional works have the
power to influence real world opinions

I choose to research Wilson's decision to screen The Birth of a Nation at the
White House in 1915

Many visitors ask about Wilson and this movie, and I wanted to produce
something to help educate them

My Project

Quotes from Wilson's own writing which Griffith inserted into Birth.
D. W. Griffith, The Birth of a Nation, (1915) screen capture by author.



Research Methods
Engaged with research papers about Wilson's racial attitudes and

policies, as well as the history of and themes in The Birth of a Nation  

Watched "Wilson in an Age of Racial Reckoning" online seminar

Interviewed Wilson history expert John Milton Cooper 

 Performed visual analysis of contemporary newspapers and posters

advertising the film



Final Product
I synthesized my research and compiled it into a brochure

This format allows visitors to read the information while at the House
or to take it home with them

 My project can serve a physical accompaniment to a future exhibit
planned about Wilson and race

Newspaper ad highlighting the massive scale of the film.
“"The Birth of a Nation" at the Dominion Theatre [advertisement],” 
Silent Film Music in Canada, accessed March 22, 2023,
http://biblio.uottawa.ca/omeka1/silentfilmmusiccanada/items/show/10. 



My Brochure



On Site Work
Researched paintings in the house for a forthcoming art tour meant to attract those

interested in art to the house

Miscellaneous tasks around the house such as room set up, preparation for board of

trustees meeting, and folding brochures

Harrison Fisher (1875-1934) The Greatest Mother in the World.

Chromolithograph on paper. 

In the nurse's bedroom. 

Ernesto Bensa (1866-1897), Florentine Courtyard. 
Framed color lithograph of watercolor.
In Edith's bedroom.

Reproduction of an oil on canvas painting by an unknown artist

 depicting Pocahontas, created after 1616. In Edith's bedroom.

Persian painting created before 1935.

In Edith's bedroom. 

 



Conclusion
This internship gave me a chance to engage in online and in-person

museum work in a beautiful, historic structure

I gained experience with the collections management platform re:

discovery while researching paintings owned by the house 

 I had the opportunity to create a project that brought together aspects

of art analysis, museum education, and graphic design
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